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Documentary. Road Movie. Testimonies.

Crisis. Debt. Taxes. Greece.

Euro. Bankruptcy. Fear.

Uncertainty. Contagion.

Faces. Human.

The Human Faces
of the Greek Crisis
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Synopsis
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Greece: 2012.
KHAOS - The Human Faces of the Greek Crisis  

starting from numerous accounts and stories, Khaos presents without varnish 
the daily life of the Greek people with Panagiotis Grigoriou, historian and war 

economical blogger as our recurring character.

This road movie is pace by jazz and rap that bring us from Trikala to Kea Island 
including Athens at the encounter of the Greek citizen from the fisherman to the 

political tagger.
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Statement  

of Intent
Khaos gives the voice.

Khaos is a movie about life.

Khaos is an inventory of fixtures.

Khaos is a given moment of the society.

Khaos is a movie about Greeks with Greeks.
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From the beginning, I wanted to make a reactive movie alloying to the public to be in front of a docu-
mentary that deal of a subject who touches him and concern him immediately.

Each image is original and has for origin reality.
No images have been taken from archives. 

I’ve refused to establish a scenario in the beginning neither to have a conceived idea nor a pre-
conceived idea. This movie is an unobstructed view and a view unobstructed of the crisis lived by the 

population.

None of the person interviewed were selected or chosen based on criteria. 
Each interview was conducted randomly thought the encounter.

KHAOS doesn’t try to demonstrate or to reject any possible hypothesis, neither also to demystify. As a 
filmmaker, I didn’t want to give solutions nor to find scapegoats or culprits.
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Interview with Ana Dumitrescu 
Filmmaker

by Okeanews*

*Okeanews is a francophone  
and independent news website  
about the situation in Greece. 
Okeanews is based in Athens.

www.okeanews.fr

How you had the idea for the movie?

The starting point was to make a series of documen-
taries about the crisis in Europe.

 In 2009, I personally lived the crisis while I was cor-
respondent. The budgets for journalists disappear. At the 
time, I was a freelancer journalist for the National Geogra-
phic and a few other magazines.

Time was going by and I found that not only we were 
going deeply in the crisis, but also it became something 
normal or I would say common.

In 2011, I decided to make something around this 
subject and offer to the people the chance to speak about 
the economic transformations. 

At that time, everybody was speaking of Grecce, 
but no one knew what was exactly happening.

I decided to see by myself what was happening. I 
went three times on a 5-month period in 2012.
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How went the preparation and the filming 
of the movie?

I voluntary ignored all information about Greece. I ne-
ver went to Greece and I wished to discover the country 
and the population without having any preconceived idea. 
It’s this philosophy that I favour in my reports or documen-
taries.

 would define myself as someone who does New 
Journalism. Apart from Panagiotis Grigoriou our recurring 
character, I preferred to build the movie around different 
encounters.

Of course, the movie follows a narration and tells 
a story, but I never liked the idea that a documenta-
ry must follow a kind of scenario with an idea before 
filming.

This gives a direction at the realisation and I really 
wanted to show what Greek people think and live this si-
tuation. This is the work of the filmmaker: give a form to 
these encounters. A few times while filming, I was alone 
with the crew in small villages. The discussions at the ca-
fés gave us the opportunity to getting out of the movie 
shooting. The camera became invisible. Intimist.

Why the title Khaos?

The title is not there to be stunning. There is three phe-
nomenons issue from the Chaos theory that applies into 
the Greek crisis: the Domino theory, the Butterfly effect 
and the Baker’s map.

The idea of the last phenomenon is the baker spread 
the dough until it breaks and to stack the two halves on 
one another and compressed to create again the dough.

In the case of Greece, the austerity policies and the so-
cial crisis seem to spread the dough and possibility creates 
this breaking point. The reassembling of the dough could 
be the idea of going back to the land or going to other 
values.

Only time will tell... 
One thing for sure chaos isn’t necessarily something 

negative. The chaos could bring positives things.

Are you aware that the release date of 
your movie in France (10 October 2012) 
is at the time where the situation could 
go catastrophic?

Greek news is sadly something in a constant evolution 
for some time now. 
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Ana Dumitrescu

International reporter, Ana Dumitrescu 
contributed with a large number of medias, 

especially the Gamma-Rapho Agency  
and the National Geographic.  

She treats social issues like the survivors  
of the Romani deportation in the Second  

World War, homophobia problems  
in Romania or undocumented workers  

in France.

Filmmaker
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Her work is to put the lights on the problems of society  

by showing the opinions of the people who live these problems.

The image is a form of writing. Images gives to Ana Dumitrescu so many ways to express her art  
and tell real life stories. She wants through the images express the emotions lived  

by the human people encountered.

She keeps from photography an alive  
and responsive realisation, close to the people.

Self-taught women, instinct guides her while she photograph and film  
as she forgets voluntary the codes. This is what makes her work so fluid and natural.

She passed naturally from her first love photography to making  
film documentaries and explore the possibilities in sound and image creation. 

Film, photograph.  
It’s also the way to reveal, share, show  

and easy to reach to everyone this point of view.
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Guiding 
 thread

This Greek historian and anthropologist 
guide us into this road movie thought  

Greece. On his blog, Greek Crisis Now,  
he uses ethnography to analyse  

the Greek crisis. He defines himself  
as an ‘’economical war blogger.’’

Panagiotis Grigoriou
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Passage of the blog Greek Crisis Now

‘’Of course Greece is no longer in the news the day after the elections like it was in May or in June.

(...)

Nonetheless, we can consider that the ‘revolution window’ (opened in May 2011 with the Indignants  
Movement and closed in June 2012) is over and that the next historical period is still on hold. The waiting is quite 
difficult especially for the people of the Hellenic Republic.

The movie Khaos shows a face of the crisis from the ‘revolution window’ that leads to the third period that started 
in June 2012 (the first period was going from May 2010 to the signature of the Memorandum in May 2011).

Graduated from the University Paris X Nanterre,  
Panagiotis Grigoriou studied and worked in France until 2008. 

He has a critical look at Greece and studies this country  
on an ethnological point of view from the inside. 

In 2010, Grigoriou stopped receiving public funds for culture and research  
because the crisis and the austerity policies started in Greece.

He still practices ethnography thought his blog.
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Music Spike 69 is a French-Greek committed rapper. His song 
Ellada Pantodynami is a tribute to the youth indignation.

Far from the mainstream rap cliché, his CD is homemade and 
sold in only in a few places in Athens.

The gathering with this artist was made as the image of the movie: 
meeting and speaking with Greeks, simply and quite naturally.

www.myspace.com/spikesixtynine

Athens’ Streets musicians 
give life to the city with the rhythm of their instruments.

From Monastiraki to the Syntagma square,  
their traditional songs fly us across Greece.
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follow us thought the people encountered.

‘‘Rébète un peu pour voir’’ is a tribute to Rebetiko,  
a popular Greek music genre of the 1920s.

‘‘Sti steria dhen zi to Psari’’ is a cover of a well-known 
revolutionary song of the 19th century.

The ‘‘Lettre à la France’’ (Letter to France)  
pronounced 14 July 1945 by the resistant  

Yann Ritsos is a highlight of the movie.

The music of the movie comes from the album ‘‘Mataroa’’ 
talks about exile, liberty, resistance and faith.  

A music and poetical fresco that question  
the concept of identity.

The group is well aware of the concept of identity.  
Stéphane Tsapis is the pianist and the song writer.  

He has Greek origins and he’s the founder of the band. 
He gathers with him a Lebanese and Greek saxophonist, 

a Brazilian bass player, a Greek actress  
and a Basque drummer.

The group was created in 2010 with the idea  
to create music around Greece, Jazz and poetry.

The name of the group has for origins  
the mastic, a well-known Greek ice cream.

Stéphane Tsapis - pianist / composer
Adrien Daoud - tenor saxophone
Dimitra Kontou - voice
Arthur Decloedt - contrabass
Arnaud Biscay - drums

www.kaimaki.fr

Illustration of cover: Zeina Abirached
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Mataroa
It’s aboard this exile boat that in December 1945, while 
in Civil war that 200 Greeks intellectuals funded by the 
French government ran of the battle of Athens.  
The director and the assistant of the French Institute of 
Athens led this intervention. The liner sailed them in Italy 
where their joined France.
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When Ana Dumitrescu contacted me to talk about her movie Khaos, I was a little reluctant to the idea 
that she uses songs from the Mataroa album.

The actual Greek situation has nothing to see with the civil war and the Mataroa episode. However, 
her approach has pleased me immediately and recalls the approach that we had, as Kaïmaki, for our 
album. 

Her movie shows a current situation of Greece. She doesn’t impose an analysis, but shows possible 
solutions and give place to the voices of the present time. 

It’s with great emotions to see Manolis Glézos, the man that pulled the Nazi flag from the Acropolis in 
1941, speaking with the pugnacity of a young man!

All things considered, Khaos is a bottle thrown in the sea that has been intercepted by the passen-
gers of the Mataroa. Khaos is a committed movie without really being one because anyone who 
watches the documentary can give his own feeling. In my case, I saw it as son of a Greek immigrant 
who left the country because of the colonel’s dictatorship. I cried.

Stéphane Tsapis
Songwriter of Kaïmaki

Coordinator of the Jazz department of the Paris conservatory.

‘‘A bottle in the sea’’
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France • 2012 • 1h35 • Color et Black and White • 1:85 • DCP 2K • sound 5.1

French, English, Greek • English subtitles

Khaos - The Human Faces of the Greek Crisis
A documentary by Ana Dumitrescu
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